Surface enrichment of branched polymers in linear hosts: effect of asymmetry in intersegmental interactions and density gradients.
Variable density lattice treatment of surface enrichment of f-arm star-branched chains in star/linear polymer blends is compared with results of an analytical response theory proposed by Wu and Fredrickson [Macromolecules 29, 7919 (1996)]. We find that differences in treating the intersegmental interactions in the small interfacial region near a free surface lead to significant differences in the potentials by which polymer chain ends are attracted towards the surface. Consideration of an asymmetric relationship between segment potentials and density changes in polystyrene at 450 K and 0.1 MPa, for example, gives typically a threefold to fourfold enhancement in composition of star molecules at a vacuum interface. When contributions from gradients in density are included in the analysis even greater levels of surface enhancement (fivefold to sixfold increases) are observed. By appropriately estimating the attraction of chain ends and repulsion of branch points at a free surface, we show that concentration profiles of branched polymers predicted in the lattice model are consistent with results obtained in the analytical response theory.